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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.3-rev21
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.3-rev18
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5834.

OXUIB-355 Appointments: invitation email with deactivated links
Firefox was not recognized to have native noopener support.
This has been fixed by adding Firefox (with versions greater than 66) to supported noopener detection - Also changed the behaviour for unsupported browsers, so that deep links are no longer
deactived.
MWB-511 Failed to delete composition-space files from dedicated file storage on user/context deletion
Coding error when attempting to delete from files storage on user/context deletion.
This has been solved by avoiding java.lang.ArrayStoreException by passing proper argument when
attempting to delete from files storage on user/context deletion.
MWB-504 ERROR-Messages (Contact xxx not found in context yyy / ’You do not have the
permission to access objects’) - wihout any user interaction
This was caused by inaccessible contacts. E.g. some contact which was once shared but the permissions has been revoked in the meantime.
This has been solved by dropping alarms and also alarm triggers silently for the birthday calendar
in case the uderlying contact is missing or is inaccessible.
OXUIB-370 Mail compose: default font is ignored when a signature is used
A recent change altered the tinymce editor content was changed from raw to html, which led to
stlying issues.
This has been solved by using html format when saving signatures but keep raw format for compose
actions.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-355, MWB-511, MWB-504, OXUIB-370,
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